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I. INTHODUCflON 
flille eoployed by the Grasshopper Control Office of the 
United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Entomology 
and Flant Quarantine, the writer accompanied Mr, Louie A. 
Spain of the Grasshopper Control Office on a routine visit, 
in the Spring of 1939, to a saall egg bed of Dlsaosteira 
iQ-ngfipennis (Thomas), a migratory grasshopper, near Tucum-
c&rl, Mew Mexico, and had occasion to observe the interest­
ing extinction of this small infestation. Er. Spain had 
followed the developaent of the infestation from time of 
hatching and anong other notes had records of the popula­
tion density occurring at each visit. On reaching the 
designated area Mr. Spain and the writer were surprised to 
find no sign of the expected infestation of third instar 
nymphs. After scouting over the area for soiae time, dead 
nyaphi were foundj counts on the ground checked reasonably 
well with the expected population. 
Since the infestation was a small one, it was being 
used for purposes of observation, iaitlng crews were ques­
tioned, and it was ascertained that in accordance with pre­
vious lastructlong no bait had been spread on the area. 
fhus, a minor rayatery arose regarding the nature of the 
death of these grasshoppers. 
Otoserirations had been started on the mlnirauja temperature 
at which Pigso8teir& longlpennie beg0.n its feeding activities. 
Bi® dally wemther reports had been followed for thia and oth­
er areas since the beginning of the stud^, and the routine 
checking of this Infomation showed that during the week pre­
vious to the visit the highest daytime temperature had been 
several degrees below what seemed to be the feeding tempera­
ture for g. longtipennla: yet the lowest daytlaae temperature 
had not been more than 10 degrees Fahr. below the feeding 
teaperatmre. In subsequent discussions concerning the obser­
vation, the question arose as to whether the grasshoppers 
were unable to feed and had starved to death 4n the inter­
val between visits. 
On returning to Iowa State College in the Fall of 1939 
the writer decided to laake some determinations of the rate 
of respiratory metftbollsn of grasshoppers at various tempera­
tures. It was hoped that the results from such experiments 
might contribute to the understanding of field observations 
such as the one mentioned above. 
£ven though longipennis has been reared in the labora­
tory , techniques and food habits are not coiapletely worked 
out. For this reason it seemed expedient to use, in the 
initial observations of respiratory metabolism, a grass­
hopper occurring in Iowa and one which could be reared in 
the laboratory fairly easily. Melanoplus dlfferentialis 
{fhoaas) set these requirements. Since M. dlfferentialis 
—3** 
is a pest of great economic importance, work which contri­
butes to the general understanding of the insect and its 
habits may have an associated useful and practical value, 
the work of Parker (19E9) , Parker and Shotwell (1932) and 
Shotwell (1941) offers the results of detailed observations, 
both in the field and in the laboratory, of the feeding and 
other behavior responses of M. differentialia to changing 
temperatures. The author, while engaged in field work in 
the control of this and other grasshoppers, had opportunity 
to verify these observations and gain, at first hand, some 
experience in the habits of this insect under field condi­
tions. 
-.4*-
II. HISTOKICAL 
fh® Invention of the Bianometrlc respirometer hy August 
Irogh in 1914 provided an instrument sufficiently sensitive 
to give accurate results in the study of the respiratory 
aetaboliem of insects. However, this important turning 
point in the study of insect metabolisffl occurred over one 
hundred years after the earliest interest in the subject. 
A. Review of Literature 
Introduction 
According to Sayle (1928a) Spallanzani in ISO? made a 
number of observations on the respiratory exchanges of larvae, 
chrysalides and adults of silkworms, flies, bees and wasps; 
and Treviranus in 1831 studied the gaseous exchange of vari­
ous animals including some insects 8u6h as butterflies, 
moths, flies and beetles, freviranus calculated the oxygen 
eonsuaption per kilogrsm per hour for one of the beetles at 
a temperature of 13® - 15® Cent. , and also measured the oxy­
gen consufflption and carbon dioxide output of three bees at 
11.5® Cent. Treviranus observed that the honey bee utilized 
more oxygen at 27.8® Gent, than at 14° Cent. 
Newport (1836) wrote in the introduction to his paper: 
" it has been long proved by aany physiologists that 
Insects produce the same changes in the atmosphere during 
respiration as other anlaale** namely, " the production 
of carbonic acid gas and loss ofasygen**. He studied the 
gaseous eitcfeange of nine species of insects , each in vari­
ous stages of developaent. 
A study of the effect of teaperature on the gaseous 
exchange of the cockroach, Blatta orlentalls . was made by 
Butschli (1874) who found that a rise in temperature was 
followed by a regular rise in rate of roetabolisai. He ob­
served that the gaseous exchange at 150 Gent, was twice as 
great as at 4® Cent. , and at 58° Gent, it was seventeen 
tiaes greater than at 3® Cent. Butschli also studied the 
effect of starvation on the rate of metabolism and found a 
decrease in rate with each 24 hour period of atervatlon, 
Bert (1885) deterained the oxygen uptake and carbon 
dioxide output for larval, pupal and adult stages of Bombyx 
morl. Using a method of air analysis patterned after the 
Haldtne method, lemon (1897) measured the cartoon dioxide 
output of Blatta orientalis at Intervals of 3® Cent, between 
Gent, and 2® Gent. He found that as the temperature 
was lowered the output of carbon dioxide diminished, and, 
as the temperature was raised, it increased. 
Parhon (1909) Hade an interesting observation in study­
ing the effect of temperature on the rate of metabolism in 
the honeybee. Farhon found that with flies there were succes­
sive increases in oxygen consuwptlon in cc./kg./hr. with 
Increasei in temperature over a range froa 0° Cent, to 37® 
Gent. With the honeybee, however, there were increases in 
QZjgen consuaption, in ec./kg./hr. with Increases in tempera­
ture from 0® Gent, to 10® Cent, , but aecreases in oxygen 
consumption with increases in temperature from 10® Cent, to 
20® Cent. , and further decreases in oxygen consuBiption with 
increases in temperature up to 45® Cent, She concluded that 
bees differ froa aost insects and reseable homoiothermic 
animals in attempting to regulate their body temperature by 
changes in rate of metabolism in response to fluctuations in 
the temperature of their surroundings. Her results show 
that bees resist cold by an increase in metabolic rate, 
thereby producing heat, and by a retention of water in the 
body tissues, thereby saving the heat which would be lost 
by evaporation, and that bees resist heat by the opposite 
combination: a decrease in ffletabollc rate and an elimina­
tion of water through the respiratory surfaces. It is a 
well established observation that bees ventilate the hive 
by fanning in war® weather and conserve heat by clustering 
in cold weather, 
Irogh (1914) devised a manooetric respiroaaeter which 
he called *eln Mikrorespirationsapparat^ and used it to 
study the effect of teaperature on the respiratory metabol-
Ism of fenebrio molltor pupae and other insects. This in­
strument is sufficiently sensitive to give accurate results 
In the study of insect aetabollsm, euad it, or some modifica­
-7-
tion of It, has beea widely used since its invention. 
Differences in the respiratory metabolism amoag insect species. 
When one taJfees into aceoant the v&riations in the con­
ditions under which meabers of the class Insecta exist, the 
great differences in size, shape, nature of exoskeleton, 
external and Internal anatomy, environment, food habits, 
aetaiBorphosis, and ®ai^ other considerations in their nature 
and mode of existence, it is only reasonable to expect dif­
ferences in the respiratory metabollsffi of the laany species. 
Differences In the rate of metabolism per unit of body weight 
per unit of time at a given temperature and differences in 
the respiratory quotient sre of chief importance. Bodine 
C1981) found differences in the rate of carbon dioxide out­
put for certain species of Orthoptera; many other illustra­
tion® of Insect respiratory aetabollsro may be found in fable 
1. 
ffhll© the response in rate of metabolism to certain 
factors, such as changes in tenperature, seems to be general­
ly siffiilar, exceptions have been noted. This should be kept 
In Bind in applying generalizations regarding the respira­
tory aetabollsffl of Insects to a particular species. 
Effect of temperature on the rate of metabQlism of Insects. 
Most insects are poikllotherraic in their response to 
changes in teiaperature. Increases in temperature, starting 
with a low teaperature, are accompanied by an incressed rate 
of aetabolisffl up to a aaximuro where further Increases in 
teiBperature result in a decreasing rate of metaboliam until 
death. Falling temperature is generally accompanied by a 
decreasing rate of metabolism. 
Support for the generalizations above is found in the 
works of Butschli (1874) and Vernon (1S97) on the cockroach, 
Blatta orientalis.. of Bodine (1921) on certain Orthoptera 
Cgra«ahopp©rs) , of Birken (1922) with the cockroach, geri-> 
glaneta aaericana. and of Buddenbrock and Rohr (1923) with 
the walking stick, Pixioous morosus. Rogers (1929) , in 
working with the grasshopper, Mel&noolus differentialia. 
found an increased rate of oxygen consumption with successive 
increases in temperature. 
fh® results of the following workers, listed in Table 1, 
also show an Increased rate of BietabolisBi with Increases in 
temperature: iatelli and Stern (1913) working with adults of 
Melolontha vulgr&ria . larvae and adults of Musca vomitoria and 
larvae and adults of Bowbyx mori; Ellinger (1916) on adults 
of the ffiosquito, Culei: annulatus; Cook (1927) on larvae of the 
cutworm, Choriza-^otig auxiliaris: Sayle (1928) using nymphs 
of the dragon fly, 4esohna umbrosa: Dreyer (1932) with adults 
of an ant, Formica ulkei; Ilelnraan (1934) working with nymphs 
of the grasshopper, Ghortoohaga viridifasciata. and lai*vae of 
the Japanese beetle, Popillia Japonica; 4rgo (1939) with adults 
of the cluster fly, Pollenia rudis. and of the citrus mealy-
bmg» Pseudococcue oltrl, and with eggs of the milkweed bug» 
Oneapeltug fasclatua; and Rathjen (1939) with larvae of the 
caddis fly, inoioyla pus11la. 
As previously stated on page 6, Parhon (1909) found that 
In certain respects the honeybee is an exception to the gen­
eral rule for insects that increases In temperature are ac-
cosapanled by an Increased rate of ffletabollsm. Kosmln et al. 
(1932) also found the honeybee different from other cold 
blooded animalfi, and aore like hofliolothermic animals in Its 
reaction to sinking temperature and concluded that since the 
bee is a social animal it aakes an attempt to regulate the 
temperature of the colony. 
Relationship of slae to rate of metabolism. 
Rubner'e surface law. Rubner (1883), working with vari­
ous warm blooded animals, showed that the rate of metabolism 
is proportional to the body surface, i.e., smaller aniraals, 
in relation to their body weight, have a higher metabolic 
rate than larger animals, fhis is sometiaes referred to as 
RubnerSurface Law and holds that for like but different 
larger aniaals the Intensity of metabolism is proportional 
to the surface and not to the volume. Bock (1930) proposed 
that the surface Im of Rubner, known to be true for verte­
brates and for many invertebrates, was also applicable to 
insects. 
-10-
Hie application of Rufoner's surface law to insects. 
Bodin© <19gl) stated that lighter and younger aniaals have 
higher rates of cartoon dioxide output end thus indicated the 
possible relation of a surface law holding for grasshoppers. 
The conclusion that the surface law of Ruhner is true for 
the locust, Locugta migr&toria. was reached toy Butler et al. 
(1956), Working with the grasshopper, Chortophaga viridi-
fasciata. Ludwlg (1937) found no significant difference in 
the metabolic rate of nymphs and adults of the ssjne body 
weight. 
Referring to Bock (1930) , and Melampy end Willis (1939) 
of fable 1, a decrease in rate of metabolism with an increase 
In size is shown for larvae of Cloeon dipterum (Ephemerida); 
nymphs of Aeschaa iMbroaa (Odonata); larvae of Tenetorio 
molitor (Goleoptere); larvae of Phlegethontius sexta (Lepl-
doptera)^ and larvae of Mi® melliflca (Kfymenoptera), 
The threshold teiaoerature for epontaneous movement. 
As insects are cold blooded, their metabollsia and acti­
vity are Influenced by the temperature of their bodies which, 
in turn, depends largely on the teaperature of the surround­
ing environment. Low teaperature inhibits activity, end a 
higher temperature usually stimulates. Insects can survive 
over a range linited above and below by lethal temperatures, 
but-the range of noraal activity la generally much narrower 
than the outside llialts. 
Distinction between chill-coma temperature and the 
-11 
threshold teaperature for spontaneous movement. Belehradek 
(1935) defined the "chlll-ooffia*' temperature as the tempera­
ture at which the insect is imaobilized hy cold, and the "cold-
death point" as the temperature below which exposure is lethal, 
Mellanby (1939) points out that most previous workers have 
made the fflistaite of assuoing that an insect under natural con­
ditions will spontaneously exhibit activity until the temper­
ature falls to that at which "chill-eoma" occurs. He is of 
the opinion that this is not necessarily the case and states 
that in his experience the lowest temperature at which some 
fora of activity is possible frequently appears to be sever­
al degrees below that at which spontaneous movements take 
place. In experimental work with the tsetse fly , Glossina. 
p&loalis. Mellanby found that the Insect never flew to seek 
food below 20° Gent., though it was able to fly at 14° Cent., 
and observations oade in the field showed that the insects 
never appeared until the temperature among the bush in which 
they were lurking rose above £0° Cent. 
fhe term •'threshold temperature for spontaneous move-
jaent" has been coined by Mellanby and defined as the mini-
sum temperature in an insect's range at which spontaneous 
laoveaents occur. Mellanby (1939, page 473) makes this iia-
portant observation; 
*It appears that if there is one single 
factor more than any other which controls 
the distribution of an Insect, It is the 
temperature below which activity never 
normally takes place. Insect distribution 
-12-
and survival are no doubt greatly affected 
by such factors as lethal high and low 
temioeraturea and unfavourable atmospheric 
huwidity, but if, in any region, the 
temperature does not rise sufficiently 
often above that at which the nomal 
activity of 8 species begins, that 
species will cease to exist although all 
other conditions are favourable to life." 
Mellanby's experiments indicate that while the "chill-coiaa** 
temperature varies with previous treatment, the threshold 
temperature for spontaneous movesent will be the most con­
stantly fixed point in the lower range of an inssect's experi­
ence. 
Sit. threshold teBperature for eoontaneous movement of 
lelanoDlus differentialis. Determination of the threshold 
temperature for 8pont«neous movement can be done best by 
field observations of the insect in its ne.tursl habitat. 
Br, J. R. Parker and Mr. H. L. Shotwell of the U, S, Depart-
. »ent of Agriculture, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quaran­
tine, have carried out extensive investigations of the habits 
and control of the grasshoppers of economic importance in 
the Cireat Plains area of the United States. Parker and Shot-
well {1932) reported field observations on the movements and 
feeding of nyaphs and adults of Melanoplug differentialis 
Melanoplus bivittatus. Shotwell (1941) sumraari^ed the 
results of observations , made at intervals over a period of 
10 years, on the relationship of teaperature to the activi­
ties and feeding of nymphs and adulta of M. differentialis 
and 1. bivittatus. Hyiaphs and adults of these species roost 
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on plants a^OTe the surface of the soil during the night. 
In the morning when the air temperature reaches 68° Fahr. 
or goes ahove, and sunlight strikes the olants and the sur­
face of the ground, the grasshoppers become active and be­
gin to feed. In the field observations of both Parker and 
Shotwell the lowest temperature at which M, differentialis 
becanae active voluntarily and started to feed was 68® Pahr, 
In teste on bait mEterials, grasshoppers roosting on the 
bait pans were observed to nibble at the bait when the air 
temperature was a® low as 55^  fahr., but Shotwell states 
this is unusual and lists 68° Fahr. as the temperature at 
which general activity and feeding began. Thus, it appears 
frm the work of Parker and Shotwell that the threshold 
tenperature for spontaneous moveiaent in M. differentialis 
is 68® Pahr. 
Relationehip of the threshold temperature for spontaneous 
movement to starvation in cfasshoooers. Parker (1929) found 
that nymphs and adults of Melanoplus atlantis held at constant 
teinperatures of 8® Cent. (46.4® Pahr.) and 12° Cent. (55.6® 
Fahr.) did not feed, and lived for the same time at both 
teaperatures; the nymphs lived seventeen days and the adults 
twenty-two days. Both nymphs and adults fed slightly at 16° 
Cent, (60.§ Pahr.) and died sooner, the nymphs in eleven 
days and the adults in twelve days. The results of Parker's 
experiments showed that in the narrow zone where temperature 
was barely high enough to bring about slight feeding and acti-
-14-
fltf , death always occurred sooner than nt low temperatures 
at 'ifhloh there was no feeding or at higher temperatures 
where aoriaal activities and feeding were taking place. 
Parser suggests this as a oosslble explanation of the high 
death rate among young grasshoopers hatched by unseasonable 
war® weather early in the spring, followed usually by cool 
spells during which the young 'hoppers are kept for days on 
the border line of Inactivity. 
fariations in rat© of aetabollam between sexes. 
Rogers (1929) reported no significant difference in the 
rate of oxygen consumption per unit weight per unit time of 
male and feiaale nymphs of Melanoolua differentialis. Work­
ing with Locusta Biiitratoria > Butler et (1936) found a 
slightly higher rete of ffletabollsm per unit weight per unit 
time for males of any instar than for corresoonding females. 
A higher metabolic rate per unit weight per unit time for 
adult males of Ghortoohaga virldifasciata than for the 
adult females was shown by Ludwlg (1957). 
SffeSl of increasing &;ge on the rate of respiratory metab­
oil sia of adult insects. 
Fluctuations in the oxygen uptake per gram of body 
weight per hour were found by Eddy (1931) for adults of 
Drosoohila ttelano^ aster. but no general trend of increase 
or decrease in rate with increase in age seems apparent. 
-15-
In the results of finberg {1937) , on the oxygen consumption 
per gram of body weight per hour of adwlt Prosophila aelano _ 
gaster. there is a suggestion of a slightly higher rate dur­
ing the approximate middle of adult life with about the same 
rates for the beginning and end. The work of Melampy and 
Willis C1959) on the respiratory metabolieni of the adult 
worker honeybee shows a somewhat ••U"-9haped curve for rate 
of metabolisa during adult life; from the initial high point 
the rate decreased to a minimum at seven to eight days of 
age then Increased steadily until death. 
Mljeet of starvation on the rate of metabolism. 
Butachll (1874) found s decrease in rate of metabolism 
Blatta orientalis with each twenty-four hour period of 
starvation. Bodlne (1921) observed that starvation caused a 
decrease in the rate of carbon dloicide outout of certain grass­
hoppers and that after the starved insects had fed there was 
an increase in their carbon dioxide output. According to 
Sayle (1928) the carbon dioxide output of Aeschna uabrosa 
larvae decreased with starvation except during the second 
week, fhe reason for the rise in rate of metabolism during 
the second week was not apparent. Tauchert (1939) showed that 
the oxygen uptake of the mealworm. May beetle and larva of 
Vanegga urticae decreased rapidly during the first twenty-
four hours of starvation and in the case of the mealworm and 
the lay beetle reaalned at a low level from twenty-four to 
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foptf-elght hours of starvation. Observations on the respira­
tory metabolism of Formisa ulkei by Dreyer (1938) showed a 
reduced rate dwring both hibernation and starvation. In 
hibernation, activity and rate of faetabolism were uniformly 
lowered from the beginning; in starvation the animal remained 
active, depleting its reserves, and the metabolic rate de­
clined progressively aa this occurred. The ultiaate result 
was a greater depletion than occurred in hibernation, and 
finally death. It was concluded by Ludwig (1937) that a 
decrease in oxygen consuaption and respiratory quotient of 
the grasshopper, Chortoph&ga virldifftsciata. was the result 
of starvation, Belluoci (1939) found that starvation caused 
the ffletebolic rate of Japanese beetle larvae to fall rapidly 
during the first two days , then more slowly to a low level 
which was maintained until death. 
Reasiratory metabolisiB of insect egga and pupae. 
S£gs. fhe rate of oxygen uptake of an insect egg is 
dependent on its type of development. In those insect eggs 
that have a continuous development from time of laying until 
hatching, the oxygen uptake shows a steady Increase through­
out the developmental period. Insect eggs which have a dia­
pause show a fairly high oxygen uptake at the beginning of 
developfaent, a decrease to a low level during diapause and a 
sharp rise with renewed development at the end of diapause. 
Pupae. Insect pupae were chosen by many early investi­
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gators of insect metabolism to minimize the factor of raove-
ment while the insect w&s in the manoiaetric flask. They 
generally overlooked the possiMlity of different rates of 
metabolism with various phases of pupal development. Later 
work, notably that of faylor (1927) and Taylor and Steinbach 
(1931) , has shown that the rate of laetabolism during the 
pupal development of insects exhibits a somewhat "U^ -ehaped 
curve decreasing from the initial value to a minimum Just 
preceding the tiae of emergence. The sharp upswing at this 
time reaching an extreaely high rate of metabolism as com­
pared to that v%t any other time during pupal life is undoubt­
edly due to the strong body movements accompanying eclosion. 
Table 1, Suaaary of Heasuresaents of the Respiratorj 
Metefeellsffl of laseote tor the Period 1914 throtigh 1941 
Insect Author 
Manometrlc 
Techniaue Sts-Se 
feap. 
°C. 
CO. Og 
/gr/hr. 
CC.GOp 
/ffr/hr. R.G. 
ORTHOFTERA 
HiestaM Titration adult 22 1.391 
(1932) of Ba(Ofi)g 
Blatella germaniea Gunn (19355 larcroft adult 30 .780 
Blatta orientalis Qunn (1935) Bareroft a Suit 30 .518 
ChortoohsKa 
vlrldlfasciata Ilelnaan Krogh mlcro- active 7 .0846 .0516 .605 
(1934) re8slr<»eter lifmphs 15 .338 .218 .653 
20 .422 .306 .714 
25 .683 .527 .766 
29 .817 .673 .827 
34 1.176 .932 .795 
hiber­
nating 15 .312 .194 .625 
nymphs 27 .622 .516 .830 
Chortopha^ a 
Ludwig (1937) viridlfasciata Krogh adult 25 .772 .655 .847 
Grvtocercue Gllmour Warburg adult 5 .028 
tjunctulatus (1940) 7.5 .046 
Table 1 Cont'd. 
Insect Author 
lanometrlc 
fechnlaue 
Temp, 
stage ^c. 
cc. Op ce, COg 
/KT/m-. /gr/hr. R.ft. 
ORTHOPTEM 
Locusta mljgcratorla Butler ©t al. Barcroft 
(193bt 
Migra­
tory 
adult? 27 .776 
Solit-
sry 
adult o .779 
Migra­
tory 
3 rd ? .848 
Solit­
ary 
1 st 
y^ 
3.738 
Melsnoplus Hiestand 
(1932) 
Titration of 
Ba(OH)g adult 22 .937 
.648 
Microcentrura 
Periplaneta 
PeriPlanets 
am^ ricans 
ni'unn (1935) Barcroft adult 
22 
22 
30 
.382 
.577 
.421 
Periplaneta 
americana 
Parfentjev & 
Devrient Warburg 
(1930) 
adult 26 .63 .47 .75 
fable 1 Cont'd. 
Insect Author 
Maiionietrlc 
fechnlciite 
feiap. cc, O2 cc.COo 
Stage "C. /gf/far. /gr/hr." R Ms 
ISOPTSRA 
Teraoesls 
ritvedeasls 
SPHEMERIM 
Baetla sp. 
B. phodani 
Bft.etls icambug 
Cloeon dipterum 
Cloeon dipterum 
Cloeon dlpteruro 
Cook (1932) Warburg 
fox et «1. 
T1937) 
nyaiph 80 
Winkler 
water anal, 
• 4ss 
larval 10 4.000 
Fox & Barcroft nyffiph 10 2.571 
Slmmonsia 16 5.619 
(1933) 16 4.485 
Fox et al. Winkler larval 10 1.870 
t1937) water anal. 
# larval 10 1.310 
Pox & Barcroft larval 10 0,600 
Slmtnonds 
(1953) larval 10 1.792 
Harnlsch Warburg larval 20 .793 
(1939) 8/10/39 .793 
8/11/39 ,496 
8/17/39 .431 
8/24/39 . 344 
8/29/39 .389 
Table 1 Cont'd 
Insect Author 
Manometrlc 
Technique 
Ttmp, 
StaKe . °C. 
cc. op cc. cop 
/Kr/hr. /gr/hr. R.q. 
EPHBiERim 
Eodyomurut® 
venosus 
Ephemera darElcla 
gphemera vulRata 
Ephemera yulg&ta 
Letstophlebla 
marjglnata 
L. Yespertija& 
ODONATA 
Aeechna umbrosa 
Pox et al, Barcroft 
(1935) 
h 
Harnlsch 
(1939) Warburg 
Fox ^  Winkler 
(1937) wat er anal. 
Sayle (1928) Titration 
of Ba(OH), 
nymph 10 
nymph 10 
nymph 10 
larval 20 
larvsl 10 
larval 10 
larval 3 
9 
13 
17 
22 
25 
28 
31 
54 
1.321 
• 829 
.740 
.118 
1.390 
2.130 
.0275 
.060 
.1427 
.177 
.276 
.324 
.343 
.344 
.317 
fable 1 Cont'd. 
Insect author 
Manoaetric 
Technique 
femp. CO. Op CO. COg 
Stage ^Q, /mr/hr, /gr/hr. 
ODOMAfA 
Aeschna umbrosa Ssyle (1928) Titration 
of BaCOHJg 
nymphs 
weigh­
ing 
.167 mg 
.185 « 
.816 •* 
.838 « 
.264 « 
.28? " 
.515 » 
.342 » 
22 
.377 
.367 
.355 
.330 
.293 
.242 
.178 
.148 
TRICHOPfERA 
Snoicyla pus111a RathJen 
(1939) 
Winkler 
water anal. 
larval 4 
10.8 
15.5 
17.8 
20.2 
22.9 
29.1 
32.7 
.529 
.554 
.661 
.773 
.952 
1.097 
1.191 
0.973 
Evdropeyche sp. Fox & 
Slmmonds 
(1933) 
Barcroft larval 15 .769 
Molanna sp. larval 15 .511 
TeMe 1 Cont'd 
Inseot Author 
ManoiaetriG Teitp. cc. 0 ce. 
TeohnlQue Stag® "0, /^ /hr. BJ 
HOIOPHRA 
Fseudococcue citrl krgo (1939) Thunberg 
i8lcro-respl« 
roraeter 
adult E. 2 .120 
7. 1 .222 
12. S .384 
17. 3 .702 
21. 9 1.08 
26. 3 1.764 
30. 9 g.172 
55. 1 2.238 
40. 1 2.178 
45. 2 •2.754 
47. 6 3.51 
48. 5 1.014 
COLSOPTEM 
Cocclnella 
Leptlnotarea 
deoemllneate 
melolontha 
vulgaris 
Hiestand 
(1932) 
Batelll & 
Stern (1913) 
fitration 
of Ba(OH)g 
adult 22 
Fink (1925) Krogh 
sir 
analysis 
.208 
21-24 1.5 
20 .930 .610 .65 
30 1.620 1.120 .69 
40 3.030 2.190 .72 
45 4.400 3.200 .73 
50 4.250 3.5o0 .82 
fable 1 Cont'd. 
Insect 
C0LS0PfER4 
yppllla .laponlca 
4uthor 
Kleinaan 
(1934) 
Manometrlc 
fechnlque Stage 
Krogh micro- third 
resplroaeter 
teffltd. 
®g. 
CC. Oo GC. COp 
* J  ^ a. /^r/hT. 
10 .0918 .0642 .631 
15 .205 .145 .693 
20 .357 .262 .739 
26 .413 .273 .782 
34 .815 .715 .879 
Poollla .laponloa Belluccl 
(1959) Irogh es .393 
Teneferio Hiolltor Schffialfusz 
et ^ .{1939) 
Krogh 
Krogh 
adult 19.5 
22.5 
.375 
.612 
Tenehrio molltor lich&l (1931) ffianometrlc larva 33 
set-up 
devised by 
Mlchftl 
weigh-
ing 
0. 5 mg 3.66 
1. » 3.66 
8. tf 3.25 
5. « 3.38 
9. tt 3.41 
13. M 2.88 
15. H 2.66 
27. tt 1.32 
29. It 1.06 
46. M 1.10 
62. « 0.91 
75. H 0.75 
iXS 
rf5> 
I 
Table 1 Cont'd. 
Insect Author 
Manoaetrlc 
Technlqu® Sta^ e 
reap. 
°C. 
CC. Oo 
/gr/hr. 
OC. ^dg 
/gr/hr. R. % 
COLEOPfERA 
fenebrlo isolitor MlchalCl931) manoaetrlc larva 33 
continued continued set-up weigh­
devised by ing 
Mlchal 95. ®g 0.56 
108. " 0.73 
130. " 0.56 
139. « 0.67 
Tetraooes Hiestand fltretion adult 22 .121 
(1932) of Be(OH)2 
Tribollum Park (1936) Krogfe sdult^  88 1.79 
confusuiB '"^ dult ^  2.01 
DIPTERA 
Gallltihora Fraenkel & Barcroft larval 17 .53 .37 70 
erythroceohala Hereford 
(1938) 27 .90 .57 64 
Chlronoffius Hiestand Titration 
(1932) of Ba(OH)g adult 8E 1.067 
Chlronomus Harnisch Warburg larvpl 19 .105 
thumml (1936) 20 .140 
21 .170 
21.5 .126 
82 .144 
Table 1 Cont'd 
Insect Author 
Manometric 
fecbnlaue stagce 
femp. 
0^; 
c c T O g C O .  C O g  
fgrinv, /jgr/hr. E.g. 
DiPfERA 
ammlatus 
Prosophila 
aelanogaeter 
lllinger Irogh micro- over- 3.2 
(1916) reaplro®. winter- 11 
Eddy (1931) Krogh 
Drosophllft 
melanogester 
Droaophllfe 
repleta 
Chadwick 
et al. (1940) 
Warburg 
ing 20 
adults 
mdult 
age 
5 days 
6 
9 
10 
11 
12 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
m 
« 
tt 
« 
tt 
it 
« 
H 
« 
Kucera (1934) Fenn micro-
reap irons. 
«dult 
25 
a d u l t 2 6  
adult$ 
26 
.099 
,229 
.854 
4,35? 
6.331 
4.565 
5.968 
4.927 
8.695 
4.640 
6.746 
8.879 
6.971 
6.807 
2.136 
2.584 
1.66 
fable 1 Cant•a. 
Inssot 
Manonetrie 
Author Technique Stsi^ e 
Tginp. 0 0 • 
/gr/hr. 
cc. COp 
R. Q, 
DIFTERA 
DrosoDhlla Vinberg (1937) Warburg adult 22 
faeland«ra8ter agt 
4 days 2.84 
6 " E.E2 
9 " 2.54 
12 " 3.20 
18 2.96 
20 " 3.11 
22 " 2.36 
Musca voroltoria Batslll & air larval 20 1.30 1.06 .81 
Stern (1913) anelysis 30 2.04 1.65 .81 
40 3.90 3.28 .84 
45 4.9 4.16 .85 
§0 6.2 4.52 .87 
65 4.6 4.05 .88 
adult 10 .96 .59 .61 
20 3.10 2.30 .74 
30 5.80 4.40 .76 
40 9.60 7.50 .78 
45 14.70 11.10 .76 
50 12.90 9.70 .75 
Musca Hleat'^ nd Titration adult 22 1.944 
(1952) of Ba(OH)g 
Table 1 OoEt'd. 
Insect Author 
Manometrie 
feelmiaue Staffs 
fgfflp. CO. Og 
/err/hr. 
OC. OOr, 
R. a, 
DIPfSHA 
Pollenia rudls Argo (1939) P©nn micro- aSul t - l.S .048 
resplroae- .9 .092 
ter 4.9 .163 
9.9 .318 
14,9 ,612 
19.? ,802 
24,& 1.104 
30 1.422 
35.8 1.944 
37.6 3.702 
LSPIDOPTERA 
Bornbyx roorl Batelll & air larval 20 .63 .62 .91 
Stern (1913) analysis 30 .84 .78 .93 
40 1.100 .95 .66 
adult 20 1.400 .900 .64 
30 2.700 1.800 .67 
40 6.200 4.28 .69 
Chorl?.%prrotls Cook (1927) Titration larval 8 .145 
Ruxiliaris of Ba(OH)o 12 .189 C 22 .378 
27 .422 
32 .426 
37 .442 
Table 1 Cont'd 
Xasect Author 
Sanoiaetric 
Technique 
Tettc) .  GO. O9 CO. OO2 
Stage . *^ 0. /^ r/hr. /fe'r/hr. ft. 
LlPIDOPfEBA 
Dellephlla 
elgenor 
liYMESOPTERA 
Apis melllflca 
Ifelraus (1929) gas 
fthrlysls 
Bock (1950) Warbttrg 
adult 20-22 
yoimg 
pound 
larva 
mme 
oedium 
round 
larva 
old 
round 
larvs 
extend­
ed larva 
imago 
1-2 day 
9dult 
25 
.952 
1.143 
.825 
.606 
.339 
1.517 
2.89 
.ISO 
.780 .82 
.875 .76 
.620 .67 
.373 .63 
.£05 .60 
.895 .68 
1.76 .77 
Table 1 Cont'd. 
Insect 
MMEMQPTEM. 
Apii mellifIca 
,Author 
Kajnometrle 
Teohnlgue 
temp, cc Og cc. CO2 
Stage °C. /gr/Er. /gr/hr. R. q. 
Apis mellifiofi 
Sosmln ^  ©1. Barcroft Adult? 11 
(19327~ Differential at rest 
adult 9 
crawling 
slowly 
aault? 18 
at r©8t 
adult 9 
crawling 
slowly 
adult? 55 
crs'^ ling 
slo')?ly 
larva? 35 
days old 
8-3 
3-4 
4-5 
adult 
worker 
dsyB old 
p-3 
Melamoy &. Warburg 
Willis (1939) 
.024 
1.20 
.054 
.480 
.300 
4.554 
3.423 
2.446 
5.208 1.14 
4.130 1.21 
3.15 1.29 
2.901 4.121 1.42 
fat)l© 1 Cont'd. 
Infect Author 
ttsnoaetrle 
Teqtoiqme Sta^ e 
Temp, 
°0. 
CO. O9 CC. COo 
R. a, 
hJ tESOPTRHA 
Auls melllflca lelaapy &- Warburg adult 35 
continued. flllis (19SS) worker 
continued days old 
5-4 2.238 2.746 1.23 
4-5 1.065 1.308 1.23 
5-6 .627 .710 1.15 
6-7 .40S .425 1.04 
7-8 .374 .384 1.03 
8-9 .596 .417 1.05 
9-10 .414 .401 .97 
10-11 .415 .399 .96 
11-12 .466 .445 .95 
12-13 .509 .482 .95 
13-14 .629 .593 .94 
14-15 .754 .692 .92 
15-16 .818 .759 .93 
16-17 1.025 .963 .94 
Formica ulkel Dreyer (1932) Harrington adult 4 .309 .154 .50 
S: Crocker 7 .306 .184 .60 
microreeoi- 10.5 .482 .309 .64 
rometer 15.5 .568 .401 .70 
13.5 .646 .509 .78 
22 .848 .735 .86 
VesTJa Hlestand Titration adult 22 8.67 
Folistee (1932) of Ba(OH)p adult P. 2 1.822 
-32. 
III. MATERIALS 
A, Experimental Insect 
Petermina-tlon of species of exgeriBiental insect. 
Melanoolus d.lfferentialis (fhones) was chosen as the 
experimental Insect because it and its eggs are available 
in Iowa, and the species in easy to rear in the laboratory. 
It is not easy to distinguish rapidly between first instar 
nymphs of several species of the genus Melanoplua. To in­
sure the use of a single species, all individuals used were 
hatched froa eggs identified as those of g, differentialis 
according to the method of Tuck (1939). 
sss£. 
field collection and laboratory separation and identifi­
cation. Grasshopper eggs were collected in the field in the 
Fall of 1940 and brought into the laboratoiy where they were 
separated and identified as mentioned above. 
Hatching: of the eggs. Those eggs which were used as 
soon after collection as possible had their diapause broken 
by placing thea in the freezing unit of an electric refriger­
ator for thirty days. Eggs to be used later were placed in 
an outside cellar which offered both a good place for stor­
age and temoeraturee low enough to break the diapause of the 
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eggs. 
Petri dishes about 6 iaohes in dlaaeter and 2|^  Inches 
deep were filled approxiaately one-fourth full with damp 
sand of roughly 10 percent water content bj weight, Sggs and 
egg-pofts were placed on the sand and covered over with sand of 
about the same moisture content until the eggs were aporoxl-
fflately i inch below the surface. The petrl dleh with the 
eggs MS placed In a constant temperature cabinet operating 
8t SO® Cent. At this tejapersture the eggs hatched In about 
fourteen days. As they hatched, the ny«phe were removed twice 
daily and placed in Riley cages. 
smim-
Type of cage used for rearing avaphs end adults. In the 
Riley type cages used for rearing and handling the nymphal 
and adult grasshoppers , the base was 12 by 12 by 6 inches and 
filled with soil; the cage was 12 by 12 by 24 Inches. Since 
first Instar nymphs em escape through the mesh of ordinary 
window screen, white bolting cloth was used on the cages in 
which first and second instar nymphs were kept. Three of the 
sides and the top were of bolting cloth; the reaaining side 
was of glas®. The glass sheet was set in grooves and could 
be removed by tlidlng it upward. Observation of the activi­
ties inside the cage could be made throiigh the glaas, and en­
trance into the cage could be obtained by sliding the glass 
sheet upward. Older nymphs were placed in cages with sides 
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of either bolting cloth or window screen. 
Location of ths cages. During the late fall, winter and 
early spring the cages were set up on the soil-bench at the 
east side of the north section of the »e3t wing of the in-
sectsry gi*eenhowse. fhi® li part of the heated section end 
had a ffliniiaum temperature of approximately 70® Fahr. Since 
the walls and roof are glass, sunlight m^ as availeble at all 
tlraes during the dsy. During the late spring, aummer and early 
fall the cages were set up outside where sunlight was avail­
able a.t all times during the day. 
Fl&ntg us 8d. for feed, isrley, wheat, corn and alfalfa 
were planted in pots about 4 inches in diameter and 5 inches 
high of the type ordinarily used in greenhouees. 
Since first and second instar nymphs do not feed readily 
or easily on corn, alfalfa and wheat or barley were placed in 
the cages used for first and second instar nymphs. For older 
nyraphs and adults, alfalfa, corn and barley or wheat were all 
present in the cages offering a selection of these plants for 
food a.t all tlaes. A suoply of freah material kept avail­
able and placed in the cages whenever necessary. Plants in 
the cage® were watered twice dally , bxit care was taken not to 
spray any water on the grasshoppers as this seems to produce 
a high ffiortallty, particularly in first and second instar nymphs. 
Seoarstion of instars. The instars were separated accord­
ing to the key for blvittatus devised by Shotwell (1941) , 
and each instar was kept separate from the others. This , of 
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course, facilitated the ready selection of individuals for 
us# In the respective observations on resplrstory metabolism, 
fhe number of grr-sshoppers in any one cage was controlled 
to elliainate crowding, 
Soilection of ayiaohs and adults in the field. For 
experiaents on the effect of age of adults on the rate of 
ffletaboliam, a field collection was made of nymphs of M. 
differentialis. Mults of Brachystola magna (Scudder) , 
the large lubber grasshopper, Schistooerca llneata Scudder, 
a grasshopper, and Soudderia furcata Brunner, a katydid, 
were also collected in the field and brought into Ames. 
fhe nyaphs and adults collected in the field and brought 
into jyaee were placed in cages and treated the same as nymphs 
reared froa eggs. However, it was noticed that adults of 
ScfalstQcercfe llneata were not feeding heavily on the selec­
tion of plants offerred then. A further selection, among 
then beans, was tried, fhe besns seemed to be satisfactory 
and were placed in the cages for S. llneata along with corn 
end alfalfa. 
Adults of PerjiQlaneta aiierlcajia (Linn.) , the American 
roach, were taken from stock cages established for several 
years in the laboratory e,t Ames. 
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B, Respirometer 
fhe Warbarg manoroeter^  , or the Constant-Volume type of 
resplroaeter, was the Inetruaent used to measure respiratory 
aetabollsffi. 
Manometric flaska. 
bm 2l. ilsim im bbste m 'mmiii MM ia eisk size. 
fhree sizes, epproxlaiately 5 c.c. , 15 e.c. and 150 c. c. , of 
standard Warburg flaak# with central well were used. The 
§ c.c. flaslsi aecoffiodated ten first instar nymphs or five 
second instar nymphs without undue crowding. Five third 
instar nymph® or three fourth instar nyaphs were handled 
easily by the 15 c.c. fl&sfc. The 150 c.c. flask was usedfbr 
fifth instar nyaphs and adults; five fifth Instar nymohs or 
two adults were placed in each flask with the exception of 
grachystola ma^ na adults which were so large that the use of 
only one adult per flask seemed expedient. Since the move-
ments of the grasshoppers were not restricted while in the 
fflanoaeter flask®, the elimination of crowding was a necessary 
precaution. Undue crowding by confining too aany individuals 
in a saall space excites and irritates the grasshoppers, re-
1 The Warburg manometers , Warburg manometer flasks , (iulck-set 
bl-wetallic themostat, relay and mercury switch for thermo­
stat were of the standard type as supplied by the American 
Instrument Coaoany , Silver Spring, Maryland. 
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sulting In general hopping and moving about. This unneces­
sary aovement would brii^ about a great increase in meta­
bolic rate, particularly at the higher temperatures, and the 
uneven nature of the Increased rate would only serve to intro­
duce error into the results. Q-rasshoppers under field condi­
tions are content, for the ao®t part, to crawl over the vege­
tation or surface of the ground, hopping only occasionally, 
unless disturbed. 
Contact of greashoppere to lOH in central well of the 
aanometrio flaBk prevented. Twenty percent KOH was placed 
in the central well of the manometer flask to take up the 
carbon dioxide. A small piece of filter paper carefully 
folded to fit the central well was placed there to afford 
a. greater surface for the KOH. In the 5 c.c. and 15 c.c. 
flasJcs a tight fitting cap of fine mesh copper screen was 
made to fit over the centrsl well to prevent the grasshop­
pers fro® crawling into the well and coming in contact with 
the lOH. Care wes taken that no KOH was present on the cop­
per screen. 
fhe 160 c.c. flask was of the open type, lilce a beaker, 
and hs.d a top which fitted on through a ground glass con­
nection. In the top was the seat of the ground glass con­
nection to the nanoffleter. fhere were three equally spaced 
sfflall glass hooke projecting inward frora the side of the 
flask, slightly less than hslf-way up froa the bottom. A 
fine aesh copper screen reiting on these hooks provided a 
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platform for the grasshoppers and prevented their coming in 
contact with the lOH in th© central well of the flask, 
C. Water Bmth 
k Freas water hath of approximately fifteen gallon capa­
city was used; this was equipped with a pump to circulate 
the water within the hath, 
gontrol of temperature in the water bath. 
Froviiion for temperatures above rooa temperature. 
femperature control of the water bath was accooplished through 
the use of a quick-set bimetallic thermostat accurate to 
0,1® Cent. (0.18® Fshr,), Since several different tempera­
tures were used, the Quick-set nature of the thermostat was 
particularly useful, l^ iree blade type heating elements , con­
nected to the thermostat through a relay, provided the heat­
ing unit, tte temperature of the water bath was checked aft­
er each change and during the interval the manometere were 
present in the bath through the use of a mercury theMBOsaeter. 
Provision for temperatures below roost temperature. 
When tenperatures below that of room temperature were desired, 
a cooling unit was used. To make the cooling unit, 3/8 inch 
copper tubing was shaped into a double coll, the inner one 
separated froo the outer by about 1 inch, fhe spirals of 
the coile were likewise separated about an inch. The double 
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coll was placed vertically In a glazed earthenware crock of 
ahout 80 gallons capacity and connected through rubber pres-
smre tubing to a flat coll of copper tubing placed In the 
bottom of the water bath. Water coming from the pump In the 
bath passed directly over this coll. A one-way valve plunger 
type puBp Inserted Into the circuit provided circulation of 
water from the coll In the crook to the coll In the water 
bath through the pump and back to the coll in the crock. Con­
nections between the coils and pump were of rubber pressure 
tubing. 
then the crock was filled with cracked Ice, a tempera­
ture of 40® Pahr. could be aalntalned easily in the water 
bath. For the use of temperatures below that of rooa tempera­
ture, the effect of the cooling coll wae balanced by the 
heating unit and provided a well established temperature. 
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If. METHODS 
k, Galeulation of the Manometrie Constant 
methoa eiven ^  mxon, 
the mauoffieters and flasks were calibrated and the raan-
oiaetric coastajit for each set of manometer and flasks was 
calculated aceordlng to the method given In Uixon (1934). 
fhe factor a, the solubility of the evolved gas in the liquid 
in the vsfael (in c.mra. of ges at M.T.P,) dissolved in 1 o,mm, 
of liquid when in equillbriuffi with a partial pressure of the 
gas equal to the factor was not used in the calculations, 
fhe factor a is used when the organism or tissue in the flask 
is surrounded by a liquid medium and was not necessary in 
this case where the organism, a grasshopper, was surrounded by 
air. 
Voluaenometer and its use. 
fhe volume of the Insects Introduced into the flask, 
needed for calculation of the ©©noaetric constant, was de­
termined by use of the volumeaometer shown in Figure 1. In 
this Ingtruroent the volume of the object is measured by the 
volume of liquid it displaces when ccwapletely subaerged. 
Capillary tubing with an inside diameter of spproxl-
41^ 
Figmr# 1, Msplacement Voluffienometer. 
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sici« view 
d 
aately 1 fflo. ivb.b used for the stem and side-arms of the in­
strument. 
The ?/hale instruaent was mounted on a board; it was 
supported and held away froa the board slightly by blocks of 
appropriate length to which it was'fastened by straps of 
rubber tubing. 
Any 8ultsbl« liquid may be used in the instrument. The 
author used acetone because this liquid seemed to wet the 
grasshoppers readily and completely without trapping air-
bubblea on or around then. A calibrated pipette suitable 
to the volume to be measured wae chosen end attached to the 
lower side-arii (0) of the Instrument by means of rubber tub­
ing. Acetone was poured into the bulb {A), if the volume 
of small insect® wias .to be aeasured, only the lower part of 
the bulb (S) was filled. By opening the f stopcock (C) the 
liquid was allowed to flow around and rise in the calibrated 
pipette to the 0 mark; then the stopcock was closed. Acetone 
was then added to bring up the level in the bulb, and the 
level was carefully adjusted to one of the calibration marks 
of the side-arm (F) of the bulb* fhe insect to be measured 
was placed in the bulb, thus causing the level of the liquid 
to rise, fhe stopcock was then opened, allowing the liquid 
to rise in the calibrated pipette until the level of the 
liquid in the side-arm of the bulb returned to the mark to 
which it had been previously adjusted; the stopcock was 
then closed. The volume of the insect was then read in the 
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callbrated olpette. A cork stopper was used In the bulb to 
Inhibit any evaporation of the acetone during the measure-
ment. 
fhe instrument offers the advantage of using a cali­
brated pipette suitable in eccuracy to the voluae to be 
measured. If the Insect floated in the acetone, it was 
ijlaced in a screen cage the volume of which had been previ­
ously detemined. fhe author in his measureffients used the 
saw# number of Insects for a. single aiea.aurement th»t were 
used in a Banometrlc flask for that particular Instar, This 
gave an average volume for th«t number of individuals of that 
instar. 
B. Sxperiisental Temperatures 
Selectioa of e:^ oeriateatal temoeraturea. 
According to Parker and Shotwell (1932) and Shotwell 
(1941) the threshold teaperature for spontaneous moveroent 
Melanoplus differentlalis occurs at the minimum of 68° 
fahr. In order to study the relationship of rate of meta-
bolifii to the threshold tejaperature for spontaneous move­
ment , the experiaentel temperatures were based on 68® Fahr. 
as » starting point. 
gjge of the Fahrenheit scale. 
The Fahrenheit scale was chosen for experimental tempera­
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tures, because the results can be more easily visuallssed in 
terms of field conditions thaa if the teaperatures had to be 
translated froia the Gentigrade scale. 
•feai^ er&turee used. 
The highest temperature used was 80® Fahr. It lies 
well beyond the threshold temperature for spontaneous move­
ment and is in the range for the usual field activities, 
fhe temperatures of 70*^  Fahr. and 66® Fahr. fall Just on 
each side of the threshold temperature. The lowest tempera­
ture used was 40® Fahr. While this level is not the lowest 
temperature grasshoppers might be subjected to in the field, 
it is a fairly low field teoperature for the season of the 
year during which grasshopper nymphs or adults are present, 
and development would certainly be at a low ebb at 40® Fahr. 
feiftperatures of SO® Fahr. and 60® Fahr. were chosen as con­
venient intervals to coBplete the picture. 
G. Experimental Technique 
fhree measuring respirometers were set up at a tiae, 
and one other respiroaeter was placed in the water bath to 
serve as a thewaobaroaeter. 
Use of several ' hoppers in each ffianoiaetric flask. 
As previously nentloned, several individuals, depending 
on the size of the Instar and the volume of the manometric 
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flask, were used in a respirometer. This resulted in average 
readings, which,were satisfactory for the purpose of the 
experioent, and it wee felt that fluctuations between respi-
rometers would be less than with single individuals. Also, 
the length of respiratory observation could be shortened, 
particularly with the higher temperatures where the grass­
hoppers would to® inclined to becoiae restless and move about 
in search of food if subjected to proloi^ ed confinement in 
the respirojaeter. 
Handling of the .jsrasshopoers. 
Selection of the grasshoppers froa the cages was entire­
ly at random. Grasshoppers were kept in separate cages after 
their use in the respirometers, but only those individuals 
which had not been previously used were taken for new obser­
vations. Great care was taken in handling the grasshoppers 
to avoid injuring the®. First, second and third instars were 
picked up ^ fith an oral aspirator using as gentle suction as 
possible. Older instars and adults were very carefully pick­
ed up by hand. 
Peteraination of weight of grasshoppers. 
The grasshoppers were weighed to 1 mg. as a group on a 
balance accurate to 0.1 rag. Buring the weighing and the 
operations of placing the grasshoppers in the laanometric 
flasks, all transfers were made by shaking the grasshoppers 
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tTom one receptacle Into the other. A funnel was used In 
those caees where it was of help, 
Ho¥emeiit of * hoppers while la manoroetrlo flask. 
io mechanical or confining devices were used to restrict 
the movements of the insects when they were in the iBsnometric 
flask. It was felt that such precR-utions were not necessary 
or desirahlt. When grasshoppers are hound, confined or re­
stricted in movement, they will ttruggl© to escape; these 
struggling moveiaents aay produce a much greater source of 
error than would be found with the slight and occasional crawl­
ing movements of unrestricted •hoppers. 
While definite means were not taken to prevent siovement 
on the part of the grasshoppers in the manometric flasks, 
excitatory stinuli such as light, sudden movements nearby, 
etc. were eliminated as much as possible. The respiroineters 
were not shaken during the observation; there seemed to be no 
need for this arrangement, and shaking would only serve to 
excite the Insects, The interior of the water bath was semi-
dark, and lights in the roo® were so arranged that they did 
not shine directly into the water. 
Ooeration of the respiroiaeter. 
Setting UP respirotieter gnd uae of 30 minute conditioninp: 
period to allow eoualization of presgure within the respirome-
ter due to change in teaoer&ture. After the grasshoppers were 
placed In the manoffittpic flssk and the KOH added In the 
central well, the flask 'was connected to the manometer, 
fhe respirometer was then suspended on the side of a water 
bath, operating at the desired temperature, so that the 
flask was imniersed in the water, Hie stopcock was left open 
for 30 minutes. This period allowed equalization of pressure 
'ffithin the respirometer due to change in teaperature from 
that of rooa teropersture to that of the water bath. Also, 
this interval gave the grasshoppers an opportunity to be-
coffle accustomed to their surroundings, recover from the irri­
tation and excitation of being handled during weighing and 
setting Up the respiremeters, and to quiet down. 
k 3-^  minute preliminary period. At the end of the 30 
»inutes the liquid in the manometer was adjusted to the 
180 mm. mark, and the stopcock closed. During the following 
15 minutes any carbon dioxide irhich might have been present 
in the air or produced by the grasshoppers during the pre­
liminary 30 minute conditioning period WAS taken up by the 
koh. 
k M interval used for determination of oxygen 
uptake. At the end of the above mentioned 15 minute inter­
val, the stopcock was left closed; the level of the liquid 
in the right h«nd arm of the manometer was adjusted to the 
150 ma. mark, and the reading of the liquid taken in the 
left hand arm of the aanometer. At the end of a 15 minute 
Interval the level of the liquid in the right hand arm of 
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aanomettr was again ftdjusted to 150 ram. mark, and the reading 
of the left hand arm of the fflanometer was taken. 
D. Expression of Results 
After correction by the aanometric constant for that 
aanofflieter, the results were recorded as oxygen uptake in 
c,niffl./fflg./l§ aln.; this was used as an index to the rete of 
aietateoli?!®. 
Example of oaloulatione used in corrected reading. 
fo Illustrate the method used in obtaining oxygen up­
take In c.ffliB./mg./lS rein. , the calculations used to obtain 
the first figure, 0.089, of the 40 degree temperature col­
umn of fable 8 are presented. The actual readings of the 
thermobarometer and the respirometer, wnd the corrected 
reading of the respiroaeter are shown itaraedlately below, 
fheraiobarometer Respirometer Corrected 
Reading 
First readir^  864 mm. 274 ram. 
Second reading 262 bihi. 269 mm. 
Difference -2 mm. -5 mm. -3 mm. 
Changes in the ataospherlo pressure during the observational 
interval iBust be aubtrscted from the reading obtslned in the 
resplroiBeter during the period to give the correct reading 
for the decrease in oxygen content of the manoraetric flaak. 
Since the thermobarometer gives a reading of the change in 
atmospheric pressure during the observational period, its 
so-
reading must be subtracted from the reading for the respl-
roiieter to obtain the eorreeted reading for the resplrooeter. 
Subtraction of a minus 2 froa a minus & leaves minus 5, the 
corrected reading, fo obtain the actual amount of oxygen 
decrease in the manoffletrie flask in cubic millimeters, the 
corrected reading of the resplrometer must be multiplied by 
the manometrlc constant for that particular respirometer; 
see Dixon (19S4). The manometric constant at 40° Fahr. for 
the respirometer used in the above mentioned measurement is 
0.558. Rie minus sign of the corrected respirometer reading 
can now be dropped, as the sign is no longer of any value. 
Multiplication of S times 0.508 gives the result of 1.674 
cubic millimeter® of oxygen decrease in the msnoffletric flask. 
The weight of 'hoppers used in this measurement was 0,057 
grams, or 57 iBilligrame. fhe cubic laillinieters of oxygen 
used, 1.674, divided by the weight of grasshoppers used, 
fj? ailllgrams, gives the quotient, .0293, corrected to .029. 
E. Experlnents Conducted 
The oxygen uptake was measured for each instar of Mel-
anoplus differentlalis at 40 , 50 , 60 , 65 , 70 a.nd 80 degrees 
Fahr. A separation of males and females was made in the 
a:dults. 
Effect 2f age on .the oxygen uptake of adult M. differentlalis. 
The oxygen uptake of adult M. differentlalis males and 
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females was measured at SO® Fahr. at weekly Intervals from 
the beginning of adulthood until death. Fifth Instar nymphs 
were collected In the field and placed in a large stock cage, 
fhls was watched carefully esch day. As soon as a. new adult 
appeared It was placed in a dated cage; all adult males or 
females appearing on the same day were caged together. Each 
dated cag© contained a set of males and females with the date 
of aopearance of each marked on the cage. The oxygen uptake 
was taken, starting with the day of their appearance, at 
weekly intervals until death, 
Oxyigen uptake of adults of several other Orthoptera. 
Measurements were also made of the oxygen uptake at 
80® Fahr. of adult male and female Perlolaneta americana (Linn^  
(the American roach); Brachystola magna (Scudder) (the large 
lubber grasshopper); Schlstocerca llneata Scudder (a grass­
hopper); and of female Scudderia furcata Brunner (a katydid). 
Effect of starvation at certain temperatures on the oxygen 
uptake of second instar Helanoplus differentlalis. 
An investigation w^ s made Into the effect of forty-eight 
hours of starvation at 60®, 65°, and 70° Fahr. on the oxygen 
uptake of second instar nymphs of M. differentialis. The 
5 c.c. aanometric flasks were used, and three grasshoppers 
were used for esch measurement. The grasshoppers were select­
ed at randon from a large stock cage of second Instar nymphs, 
and new sets of Individuals were used for every observation. 
llyiBphs were taken froai the stock eage where food was avail­
able at all times and placed in emsll vials which ?fere then 
placed In consta-nt temperature cabinets operating at 60°, 
_ A 
66°, and 70 Fahr, Sets of nymohs were removed and observa­
tions made on the oxygen uptake at the ends of three, six, 
twelve, twenty-four sjid forty-eight hour intervals. Results 
are given in c.mm. oxygen upt®l!:e/mg,/15 rain. 
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?. RESULTS 
The oxygen uptake In c.mm./mg.lS min. for Melanoplua 
dlfferentlalla (fhomas) at 40°, 50°, 60®, 65®, 70° and 80° 
Fahr. Is given In Table 2 for first instar nymphe, in Table 
3 for second instar nymphs, fable 4 for third instar nymphs, 
Table 5 for fourth instar nymphe, Table 6 for fifth instar 
r^ aphs and in Table 7 for adults. Figure 2 is a graphic 
presentation of the means for each instar and temperature 
of these tables. 
In Figure 3 the relationship of the oxygen uptake, in 
e.OM./fflg./lS aln., of each instar at a given temperature is 
shown. 
The oxygen uptake at 80° Fahr., in c.mm./fflg./lS min., 
of adult Mel&noplus differentialis at successive weekly in­
tervals froHi beginning of adulthood until death for seven 
pairs of females and three pairs of males is given in Table 
8. 
In Table 9 aeasurements of the oxygen uptake, in c.mm./ 
®g,/15 min., at 80® Fahr. of adult male and female Schisto-
oerca. lineata Scudder, Brachystola magna (Scudder), Peri-
planeta aaterlcana (Linn.) and female Scudderia furcata Brun-
ner are given. 
Results of a. brief and preliminary investigation of the 
effect of starvation on the oxygen uptake at 60®, 65° , and 
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70® fahr. of second instsr nymphs of Melanoolus dlfferentlalle 
ar# given In fable 10. 
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fatJl® 8. Oxygen Uptake In ci!iffl./mg./15 ©In. of 
First lastar iyaphs of Melanoplui differentialla 
at farloms Temperatures. 
Hepli- feiaperatiires in Degrees Fahr. 
catioras 
40 50 60 65 70 80 
1 .029 .060 .091 .235 .190 .408 
2 .019 .074 .076 .129 .222 .343 
3 .027 .062 .081 .125 .218 .379 
4 .036 .071 .093 .138 .226 .384 
S .019 .063 .105 .152 .233 .412 
6 .0E5 .072 .122 .138 .226 .331 
lean !i)26i.006 .067^ .006 .095^ .016 . 163i-.G41 .219 ±.015 .376 ±.033 
Table 3. Oxygen Uptaite in cfflffi./®g./15 min. of 
Second Instar Myntshs of Melanoplag dlff^ rentialie 
at Various Temperatures, 
iftepll-'' Temoera'tures in Degrees" Patotr. 
cations •-
• 
• 
* 
40 50 60 65 70 80 
1 .032 .061 .095 .145 .219 .296 
2 . 02B .041 .096 .135 .193 .400 
3 ; .043 .058 .100 .161 .197 .323 
4 .025 .050 .107 .142 .165 .305 
5 J .029 .045 .128 .151 .196 .404 
6 ; .028 .051 .097 .134 . 210 .301 
lean :j031t.006 .0511.007 .104^ .012 a45±-.010 .197i.01S .338^ .^06( 
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TaMe 4. Oxygen Uptake In CBira./mg./15 mln. of 
fhlrd Instar Nyophs of Melftnoplus aifferentlalls 
at Various feaperatures. 
Rspli- femperatures in Degrees fahr. 
e at Ions 
40 50 60 65 70 80 
1 .028 .020 .102 .098 .160 .313 
2 .021 .044 .095 .096 .162 .231 
3 .024 .027 .09& .116 .158 .274 
4 .020 .036 .078 .127 .154 .249 
5 .029 .025 .094 .095 .164 .248 
6 . 020 .036 .089 .095 .159 .268 
Mean 024±.004 033+.007 .092 ±.008 105±.013 160^ .003 264t.028 
fable 5. Oxygen Uptake In cmis./mg./15 min. of 
Po^ irth Instar Nymohs of Melanoolus dlfferentlalis 
at farloug Temperatures. 
Reisli- fem&era'tures' In' Degrees Pfthr. 
cations 
40 50 60 65 70 80 
1 .031 .045 .080 .117 .168 .308 
2 .016 .031 .082 .108 .189 .254 
3 .028 .045 .101 .100 .134 .294 
4 .014 .023 .062 .120 .165 .288 
5 .022 .051 .069 .126 .117 .256 
6 .013 .058 .074 .117 .161 .246 
Mean jD21t.007 
• 
• 
.042 ±. 012 .078+. 013 .115±. 009 .156-^ .025 .2741:. 025 
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fable 6. Oxygen Uptake In cmffl./ng./lB min. of 
Fifth Instar lymphs of Melanoplus dlfferentlalis 
mt ¥a.riow.8 feaperatures. 
Repli­
cations 
fenperatuFea in Degrees Fahr. 
40 50 60 65 70 80 
1 .015 .048 .098 .097 .109 . 143 
2 .03S • 034 .om .108 .115 . 193 
3 .01? .051 .oai .105 .lis .139 
4 .032 .046 .066 .093 .175 .212 
5 .017 .047 .069 .094 .103 .229 
6 .017 .047 .061 .136 .122 .218 
lean £3g3i-.009 D46t.005 .069^ .014 .104 ±.016 124^ .025 a89±-.038 
fable 7. Oxygen Uptake in cmm./mg./lS rain, of 
Yovttm Male and Female Adults of Melanoolus 
differentlalls at Various temperatures. 
Bepil- 'f©fflp@ratures in Degrees Fahr. 
oations « 
' 40 50 60 6§ 70 80 
tts.l©® * 
1 : .026 .082 .074 .083 .078 .146 
2 : .019 .021 .049 .062 .061 .168 
3 : .017 .028 .06S .069 .134 .127 
4 J, .017 .024 .055 .075 .057 .212 
6 1 .017 .026 .061 .071 .056 .167 
6 : .028 
* 
.019 .049 .073 .114 .139 
M©«n ,1021^ .005 
• 
.023^ .003 .059 ±.009 .072 ±.006 jD83^ .033 .160 030 
Females 
« 
• 
• 
1 : .010 .026 .067 .149 .116 .132 
2 : .039 .029 .073 .084 .080 .231 
3 : .026 .029 .058 .075 .165 .218 
4 : .019 .026 .086 .082 .115 .143 
5 : .023 .028 .088 .131 .227 .215 
6 : .026 .032 .059 .084 .075 .202 
Mean IG25-.008 mBt,002 .078^ .012 .101 ^.031 130^ .057 .1991.031 
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Flgyre 2. Effect of fesperature on the Oxygen Uptake of 
Each Instar of Melanoolus dlfferentlalla. 
Ox.ycg<sn Up-Vak.<s in omnr-i./nncg/15 nnm. 
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Flgure 3, Oxygen Uptake of the Various Instars of 
MeXaaoolus dlfferentlalie at Sach Temperature. 
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fable 8. Effect of Age on the Oxygen yptake In G®ffi./mg./15 min. 
of Adult MelaiiQplus differential is at 80®^  Fahr. 
Age in Weeks Pesales Msles 
k M 0 n % f a Mean ABC lean 
Sewly moul- : —-— —— 
ted adults .208 .214 .169 .IM .209 .206 .191 .195^ .025 .250 .174 .842 .215^ .036 
First week .212 .188 .004 .144 .143 .231 .245 .1951.024 -.172 .235 .119 .174:^ .066 
Seeond week .168 .184 .160 .175 .123 .191 .214 .174t.023 .236 .144 .184 .188^ .046 
Third week .125 .127 .160 .158 .149 .203 .121 .150+ 027 dead .176 .153 .165^ .016 
Fourth week .119 .142 .139 . 205 . 078 .182 .189 .151^ .044 .159 .171 .165 ±.008 
Fifth week .168 .149 .137 .163 deed .131 dead .150-.015 .055 dead .055 
Sixth week .171 .157 dead dead dead .164-.009 
Seventh weec .098 dead .098 
Eighth week dead 
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fable 9. Oxygen Uptake In enm./tag./15 min. 
Qf Certain Male and Female Adult Orthoptera 
at 80° Pahr. 
Insect Male Female 
Schlitoearca. lineftta .151 .151 
.105 .086 
(grasshopper) .104 .112 
.098 .098 
.099 .111 
.159 .084 
Mean . 119 i". 027 .107± .024 
Brach:ratola maKna .111 .046 
.078 .061 
(grasshopper) .067 .066 
.118 .054 
.112 .055 
Mean .097 t.023 .056 t.007 
Perlolaneta aaericana .126 .116 
.155 .212 
(coekroach) .204 .089 
.177 . 131 
.163 .166 
.235 .157 
Mean .185 ± .055 .145 ±.043 
Sc«dd©rla furcata .188 
.141 
(katydid) .189 
.171 
.229 
.195 
lean .186 t.028 
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fable 10. Effect of Starvation, up to Forty-eight 
Hours, on the Oxygen Uptake in cmni./mg./15 mln. 
of Second Instar Mymohf of Melanoolus differentialis 
at femperatures of 60® , 65°, and ?0^ Pehr, 
Hours of Starvation 
feiaperftture — 
0 3 6 12 24 48 
60 Pahr. .188 
.054 
.085 
.116 
.099 
.102 
.069 
.111 
.096 
.055 
.057 
.084 
.089 
.057 
.128 
Averftge • loss .039 .1056 .092 .0653 .0913 
65 Fahr. .OSl 
.125 
.093 
.100 
.118 
.095 
.143 
.150 
.141 
.109 
.129 
.185 
.181 
.217 
.355 
Average . 1446 .099 .1045 .1446 .121 .251 
70 Fahr. .125 
.176 
.194 
.153 
.187 
.171 
.153 
.143 
.153 
. 069 
.066 
.057 
. 253 
.139 
.278 
Average .1966 .165 .1703 .1493 . 064 .2233 
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YI, DIS0USSIOH 
A. Effect of Ttffiperattire on the Oxygen 0ptake 
of MeIa.nopI\t8 differential la. 
That an increase in temperature, at levels below the 
aaxliBwa, is aceo»p®iiled by an Increaeed rate of oxygen up­
take by the grasshopper lielanoolus differentlalls is shown 
by Figure 2, page 59. This relationship agrees with the 
results of Rogers (1929) and with the general conclusion that 
In insects there is an increased rate of Bietabolism with an 
increase la temperature until a certain limiting tempera­
ture Is reached, thereupon further increases in temperature 
are accoropanled by s decline in the rate of metabolisffl until 
death of the animal occurs. 
Coaparlgon of the oxygen uptake of the varloua Instars of 
Melanoplus differentialis at 40® Fahr. 
iiiiwmiWn«iiMiiiniii»«ti—i'»nifiMWii>i«r»iiiiin ipwirm tiiiiin^fttiitinwiniiiwiiiM mmmm «MINOTMHNMWM 
to analyeie of variance, Snedecor (1938), (see Table 
11, page 66), of the aeans of oxygen uptake at 40° Fahr. 
shows no significant difference between the various instars; 
F for 6 and 30 df is 1,37, and the 5 percent level of signi­
ficance for these degrees of freedo® is 2.42. Analysis of 
variance of the means of oxygen uptake at 50° Fahr. and also 
at 60® Fahr. (see fables 12, page 66 and 13, page 67) shows 
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fstble 11. Analysis of fariaace Mmong the Means 
of Oxygen Uptsie of the fariotas lastars of 
Melaaoplus differentialis at 40° Fahr. 
Source tf Su® Squares Mean Square 
total 41 2167.143 
Replications § 98.295 19.657 
Instars 6 446.809 74.463 
Error 30 1622.049 54.068 
F for lastars = 74.460/54.068 « 1.37 for 6 and 50 df, 
fable 12. Analysis of Variance Among the Means 
of Oxygen Uptake of the farlous Instars of 
.Melanoplns differentlalig at 50*^ Fahr. 
Source df Sum Squares Mean Square 
Total 41 S850.286 
Replications 5 171.714 34.542 
Instars 6 8029.952 1338.525 
Error 30 1648.6g 54.954 
F for Instars = 1338.325/54.954 = E4.35 for 6 and 30 df. 
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Table 13. Analysis of farianoe Among the Means 
of Oxygen Uptake of the Various Instars of 
Melanoplue Alfferentialia at 60° Fahr, 
Source df Sua Squares Mean Square 
fotal 
Replications 
Instars 
Error 
41 
5 
6 
30 
15260.405 
751.912 
9435.905 
50?4.588 
150.382 
1572.317 
169.152 
r for Instars = 1572.317/169.152 « 9.29 for 6 and 30 df. 
a highly significant difference In the oxygen uptake of the 
various Instars at both of these temperatures. At 50° Pahr. 
f for Instars, at 6 and 30 la 84.35 and at 60® Fahr. F 
for instars , at 6 and 30 M. Is 9.29. The 1 percent level 
of significance for 6 and 30 degrees of freedom Is 3.47; so 
F for Instars at 50® Fahr. and F for Instars at 60° Fahr. 
are highly significant. The lack of significant difference 
In the means of oxygen uptake of the various Instars of 
M. differentialI8 at 40^ Pahr. Is sharply contrasted with 
highly significant difference in the means of oxygen uptake 
of the various Instars of M. differentialIs at 50^ Fahr. 
fhe oxygen uptake of adult M. differentlalls at 40*^ 
and 50^ Fahr. In each Instar with the exception of adults 
there is a greater oxygen uptake at 50° Fahr. than et 40° 
Fahr. Using Student's t-t@st, Snedecor (1938), to evaluate 
the difference in the means of oxygen uptake of adult male 
and of adult feiiale M. dlfferentlalls at 40° and 50° Pahr. , 
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equals 2.313 In the case of the males, and 1,489 for the 
feaales at 5 degrees of freedom. The "t" value at the 5 
percent level of elgnlflcsnce and 5 degrees of freedom is 
2.571; so there is no significant d^ifference in the means 
of oxygen uptake of adult M. differentialis at 40® and 50° 
Pahr, A comparison of the curves for third instar and adults 
in Figure 2, page 89, Indicated a resemblance , but use of the 
t-teet sho?;ed & significant difference in the means of oxy­
gen uptsAe of third lnj5ts.r nymphs at 40® and 50° Fahr, 
B. Belfttlonship of Sixe to Oxygen Optp^^ce 
M Fahr. 
It is interesting to note (see Figure 3, page 61) that 
while the surface area of the body is a factor in the rate 
of ffletabolisffi of Melanoplus differentialle at 60° Fahr, , it 
exerts little or no Influence at 40® Fahr. All instars of 
M. dlfferentialis are immobile at 40° Fahr., and it ie ap­
parent from the oxygen uptake that the rate of metabolism 
is at a low level, fhe fsct that the great difference in 
body surface in relation to body weight between a first in-
star nymph and an adult female exerts no Influence on the 
rate of metaJjolliffi suggests that the Insect is in "chill-
coma*' with only enough activity in the body for the cells 
to remain alive. 
No significant difference in the means of oxygen uptake 
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for o.dult M. aifferentlftlle at 40° and 50° Fahr. Indicates 
that the adults are in "chlll-coiaa" at 50° Fahr. 
Applloet-ion of Rubner* Q eurface law to rate of metabolism of 
H. difftreatialis. 
fhe curve of oxygen uptake for each instar at 80® Fahr, 
of Figure S, page 61, is a good example of the ftpplication of 
Rubner's surface law to the rate of metsbolisin of insects, 
and the c^Jr¥e8 of Figure 3 show that the relationship is true 
at each of the other temperatures used in this investigation 
except 40° Fahr. where there is no significant difference in 
the means of oxygen uptake of the varioue instars. 
The ommn uptake of fourth Inatar nymphs of M, differentialia. 
It seems worthwhile to point out that the oxygen uptake 
for fourth instar nyiaphs in the 80® , 70® and 65° Fahr, curves 
of Figure 3, page 61, is as high or higher then that of third 
instar nyoDhe, One would expect from the surface law relation­
ship of Rubner that the oxygen uptake of fourth instar nymphs 
would be less than that of third instar nymphs as the fourth 
Instar nymohs are larger and should have less body surface 
in relation to body weight. Other workers have met this same 
contradiction of expectations, 
Bodenhelmer (1929) , working with Schistoceroa gregaria. 
found a decrease in rat© of metabolism between first and 
fifth Instar nymohs, but third instar nymphs had a slightly 
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higher rate than expected. Also, there was an increase in 
rate of metabolism from fifth inster to young adults , and a 
decrease with age in adults. Results obtained by Butler et al. 
(1936) show that in Loeaata miRratoria. there is a marked fall­
ing off in the rate of oxygen uptake per square centimeter of 
body surface froa the first to the third instar, but that from 
fourth instar onwards to the adult stage the rate of oxygen 
uptake increased. Approximately as high an oxygen uptake was 
found for adults as for first Instar nymohs, but the authors 
concluded that the surface Im holds good for Locusta algra-
toria. 
A consideration of the temperature curve for fourth in-
star llelanoolus differentialis in Figure 2, page 59 , shows a 
regular curve in which the point© fit the line with very good 
agreement. Since this is true and a parallel is shown in the 
80®, 70^, and 65° Pahr. curves of Figure 3 * page 61, a further 
investigation of this observation might be profitably made. 
While the present study offers no evidence upon which to base 
an explanation, it is conceivable that a turning point in the 
nynphal development of grasshoooers occurs with the third or 
fourth instar. One wonders if the greater oxygen uptake of 
fourth Instar nyapht might be pssociated with sex differentia­
tion and development of the reproductive organs. The writer 
suggests as a possible plan the measurement at 80° Fahr. of 
the oxygen uptake, carbon dioxide output, and determination 
of the R. Q,. at bi-weekly intervals during the development of 
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a grasshopper from first Instar to adult. 
C. Rate of Metabolism at the Threshold Temperature for 
Spontaneous Movement of Melanoplue dlfferentlalls. 
With the exception of the low oxygen uptake of adults 
at 50® Pahr. , the oxygen uptake for each Inatar increases at 
a uniform rate with increase in temperature over the range of 
temperature used in this study. The observed points fit the 
line with good agreement, and the correlation coefficients 
for the lines are all greater than 0,9, Though the rate of 
aetaboliem, as shown by the oxygen uptake, is distinctly high­
er at 65° than at 60® Fahr,, and at 70^^ than at 65® Fahr. , 
there is no break or turning point indicated in the curve 
between 60® and 70® Fahr, So, while the rate of metabolism 
is higher at 68® Fahr, (the threshold temperature for spon­
taneous movenient of K. differentialis) than it is at 67° Fahr, 
or at 65® Fahr. , the rate of metabolism at the threshold tem­
perature for spontaneous movement does not increase more than 
would be expected from the change in temperature, ^ .e. , a 
sudden increase or significantly higher rate of metabolism is 
not associated with the threshold temperature for spontaneous 
movement in M, differentlalle. However, a certain rate of 
metabolisii may be necessary before the stimulations which gov­
ern spontaneous movement In the grasshoouer, M, differentialis . 
become effective. Mso, the rate of metabolism in the cells 
of the nervous system might not parallel that of the body as 
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8 whole, fhe relationship of the rate of metabolism of the 
cells of the nervous system to the threshold temperature for 
spontaneous moveffient might be masked in the measurement of 
the rate of metabolism of the body as a whole. 
Relationship of the threshold teffloerature for spontaneous 
movement to starvation. 
If food materials were unavailable to a group of insects, 
those insects having a higher rate of aetabolisiB would use up 
the food reserves of their bodies faster and die from starva­
tion in a shorter length of tiiae. Individuals of M. different­
ial is . incapable of spontaneous reovement and feeding at 60^ 
F&hr. , yet having a much higher rate of metabolism at 60*^ than 
at §0® fahr. , would surely starve to death in a shorter length 
of time at 60® Fahr. Since the rate of metabolism is still 
higher at 65® Pahr. , the Interval required for starvation would 
be even shorter, fhe difference in rate of metabolism with 
change in tesperature is greater in lower instars than in 
older Instars and adults , and the reserve food material per 
body weight less; so the effects of starvation would be more 
oronounced and death would coae sooner in the early instars. 
In grasshoQgers present in m area favourable to their 
needs. In grasshoppers present in an area suited to their 
needs it is the yaunger instars, hatching and developing in 
the early spring, that are most likely to be subjected to 
temperatures lower than and bordering on the threshold temper-
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ture for spontaneous movement, while older Instars and Rdults 
living during the summer would find daily temperatures above 
this point and mostly favourable to their development end life 
activities. The nature of the ?feather in the spring is likely 
to be quite variable from year to year, and while in certain 
years the spring temperatures might be wholly favourable to 
hatching and development of grasshoppers, thus allowing popula­
tions to build up, such a year might be followed by one with 
an early warm spell followed by periods of coolness in which 
the starvation of grasshoppers at temperatures bordering on 
the threshold temperature for spontaneous aovement might be 
a factor in reducing or wiping out the infestation. 
The disappearance of infestations in local areas. The 
diaappearance or reduction of grasshopper infestation in lo­
cal areas has been noticed occasionally , as, for exainple , the 
occurrence mentioned on page 1. It is entirely poseible that 
in sosie cases the temperature in that small area dipped be­
low the threshold teaperature for gpontaneous movement long 
enough for the insects to be starved out while the temoerature 
in the larger gurroundlng area remained above that point or 
rose above it for at least a part of the tiue. 
In insects trying to establish themselves on the fringe 
of their environment or arriving in new areas. To what extent 
similar conditions of teiaperature and starvation might apply 
to inseote tiding to establish themselves on the fringe of 
their environaent or arriving In new areas either voluntarily, 
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or through natural ®eans such b..b wind or water, or through 
soffie man aade mode of transportation remains unknown. Some 
sueh cases probably occur end pass unnoticed. 
B, Difference in the Oxygen Uptake 
Between Sexe® of Certain Orthoptera. 
A coiBparison of the rate of metabolisai of males and fe-
roales by previous workers has shown that in some species the 
Bales have a higher rate and in others the females have the 
higher rate. The data of fable 9, page 63» indicate that for 
the species of Orthoptera investigated here the males have a 
higher rate of metebollsn than the females. 
The effect of teaperature on the oxygen uptake of adult 
M. differentiali® was studied during the first two weeks of 
their e^dult life, fhese data, presented in Tnble 7, page 57, 
show thi»t young adult female M. differentialis have a higher 
rate of aetabolisni than the corresponding males. An inspection 
of Table 8, page 62, shows that after the second week of adult 
life the sale M. differentialia have a higher rate of metabol-
Isa than adult female M. differentialis of the same age. The 
higher oxygen uptake for young adult female M. differentialls 
thiBJi for fifth inetsr nyraphs , shown in Figure 3 , page 61, and 
8, decrease in oxygen uptake as the females become older, see 
fable 8, page 62, agree with the work of Bodenheimer (1S29) 
on Schiatocerca gregaria. 
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1. Oxygen Uptake During the Adult Lifetime 
of Feoftle Meljanoplus differential Is. 
An analysis of variance of the means of oxygen uptake 
of fe®al© M. differentialis at weekly intervals shows no 
significant difference between the groups of females, but 
does show a significant difference in the means of oxygen 
uptake at weekly Intervals, Perhaps the higher oxygen uptake 
of females during the first two weeks of adult life may be 
associated with the development of the ovaries and the foria-
ation of eggs, fhe lower oxygen uptake at the end of the 
third week in fable 8, page 62, la coincident with the time 
the females became gravid and began egg laying activities, 
fhe writer is of the opinion that the results presented in 
fabl® 8 only indicate a trend and that a further study of 
this problem is indicated. Measurement of oxygen uptake end 
carbon dioxide output and deterralnations of R. Q. at inter­
vals during the life span of adult grasshoppers , correlated 
with observations on the time of copulation and egg laying, 
woiild furnish additional inforaatlon on the rate of metabol­
ism and the types of food netabolized during these various 
phases of adult life. Goaparison of results from both sexes 
might provide an interesting point of Information. 
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F. Effect of Porty-elght Hours of Starva-tlon on 
Oxygen Uptake at Certain Temperatures of Second 
Instar lymphs of iQlanoolus dlfferentlall8» 
kn investigation of the effect of starvation at various 
temperstures on the rate of metabolism of second instar nymphs 
of M. differentialis was started. The results obtained are 
presented in fable 10, page 64. It is difficult to draw con­
clusions fro» these date:, and this complicates any discussion, 
fhere seems to be an opportunity for interesting Inforiaation. 
fhe writer feels that a further steady of this matter should in­
clude measurement of both oxygen uptake ajtid carbon dioxide out­
put snd determination of the R.Q. at the various intervals. 
The ffieasurements should be aade at regular intervals until the 
individuals die from starvation. It is of Interest to note in 
Tftbl© 10 that while a decrease in oxygen uptake after twenty-
four hours of starvation is indicated at 60® and 70° Fahr., 
which agrees with the expected decrease in rate of metabolism 
e8 stervation progresses, this trend is not shown in individ­
uals starved at 66® Fahr. 
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?II. StWHART AND CONOLOSIOMS 
A review of the literature of respiratory metabolism of 
insect! is presented and accompanied by a tB.bulated summary 
of aeasureJBents of the respiratory aietabolisa of Insects for 
the period 1914 through 1941. 
fhe writer used the grasthopper, Melanoplue differen-
tlallfi, as the experimental Insect. Iggs. of M. differen­
tial is collected in the field were identified in the labora­
tory according to the method of Tuck (1939). After the 
diapause was broken, the eggs were placed in damp sand and 
Incubated in a constant temperature cabinet operating at 
30^ Gent. The nymphs and adults were reared in Riley cages 
placed in a heated, sunlit greenhousej they fed on potted 
plants of barley , wheat, corn and alfalfa placed in the 
e&ges. 
The instars were sepaxated according to the key for 
Melaaoolusi blvlttatus devised by Shotwell (1941), and each 
Instar was kept separate from the others. 
fhe instrument used to measure the oxygen uptake was the 
Warburg aanoDieter, a constant volume type of resplrometer. 
Three sizes of ?/arburg flaaks , 5 c.c. , 15 c.c. and 150 c.c. , 
with central well were used. First and second instar nymphs 
were placed In 5 c.c. flasks. The 16 c.c. flasks were used 
for third and fourth Instar nymphs, and 150 c.c. flasks were 
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used for fifth inetar nymphs and adults. The Warburg manome­
ters were used according to directions given in Dixon (1934), 
The Warburg iianoaeters were suspended on the aide of a 
water bath so that the flasis were immersed in the water dur­
ing the intervals used to ©easure the oxygen uptake. Tempera­
ture control of the water bath was aoeofflpllahed through the 
use of a quick-set bi-Bietallic thermostat. Three blade type 
heating elements provided the heating unit. When tempera­
tures below that of room teaperature were desired a cooling 
unit consisting of a pump to circulate water from a cold coil, 
surrounded by cracked ice, outside the bath to a coil in the 
bath through the puap and beck to the cold coil was used. 
fhe volume of the insects Introduced into the flask , 
needed for calculation of the manoffletric constant, was de­
termined by the use of a voluaenoiaeter. A figure showing 
details of the volutaenoraeter is provided and directions for 
its use are given. 
According to Parker and Shotwell (1932) and Shotwell 
(1941) the threshold temperature for spontaneous movement 
in Melanoolus differentlalia occurs at 68° Pahr. In order to 
study the relationship of rate of metabolism to the threshold 
temperature for soontaneous movement, the oxygen uptake was 
ffleasured for each ny»ohal inetar and for young adults of 
M' differential la at the controlled teaperatures of 40^, 50"^, 
60° ,. 65®, 70^ and SO® Fahr. 
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fhe number of grasshoppers which couia be accommodsted 
without crowding in a manoffletrlc flask suitable to their size 
was aetemined to be ten first instar or five second instar 
nymphs in a 5 c.c. flask, five third Instar or three fourth 
inster nynphs in a 15 c.c. flftsk and five fifth instar or 
two adults in a 150 c.c. flask, fhe use of several individ­
uals in a resplroaieter flask resulted in average reeding? , 
but enabled the author to use a short interval for the measure-
aeat of oxygen uptake. Also, it was felt that fluctuations 
between resplrotaeters would not be as great as if single indi­
viduals were used. 
t'Jroups of grssshoopere to be used in the measurement of 
oxygen uptsJse were selected at random from a stock cage. They 
were weighed to 1 aig. on a balance accurate to 0.1 mg. 
Cere 'fas taken to avoid injuring the grasshoppers while 
handling them In selection, weighing Bixd placing them in the 
respirometers. 
Avfter the grasshoppers were placed in a respirotneter 
properly arranged to measure oxygen uptake , the respironieter 
was placed on the water bsth. The stopcock was left open for 
20 minutes to allow equalitation of pressure within the rea-
pirometer due to change in teaperature from that of room 
temperature to that of the water bath. This interval also 
gave the grasshoppers an opportunity to become accustomed to 
their surroundings, recover from the excitation of being 
handled, and quiet down. 
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At the end of the 30 minutes the liquid in the manometer 
was adjusted to the 150 mm. mark, and the stopcock closed. 
During the following 15 minutes any carbon dioxide which might 
have been present in the air or produced by the grasshoppers 
during the preliminary 30 minute conditioning oeriod wae taken 
up. At the end of this 15 minute Interval the stopcock wss 
left closed; the level of the liquid in the right hand arm 
of the Bianojaeter was adjusted to the 150 lam. mark, and the 
reading of the liquid taken In the left hand arm of the man­
ometer. Observation of the respiratory metabolism was taken 
for the following 15 minute interval. 
After correction by the manometrlc constant, the results 
were recorded as oxygen uptake in c.jaii./mg./15 min. 
In addition to a study of the relationship of the rate 
of laetabolisffl to the threshold temperature for eponteneous 
movement, the oxygen uptake of adult Melaiioplus differentialis 
aisles and feaftles was measured at 80® Fahr. at weekly inter­
vals from the beginning of adulthood until death. Also, 
aieaeurejoents were aade of the oxygen uptake at 80® Fahr. of 
sdult Hale and female ferlplanets. aaerlcana (Linn.), Brachy-
6tola msxns. (Scudd. ) , and Schistooerca lineata. Scudder, and 
of female Scudderia fureata. Brunner. 
The results are presented in tables. Graphs showing the 
oxygen upt.ake of eech instsr at various temperatures and the 
oxygen uptake of the verioue instars at esch temperature are 
given, fhe follo^ring conclusions may be drawnt 
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1. fhe oxygen uptake of the five nymohal instars of 
ilelanoolua aifferentialis inoresses at a tinlform rate with 
increase in temperature "between 40° and 80° Fahr. 
2. So significant difference is shown in the means of 
oxygen uptake of adult Melanoplua differentialis at 40*^ and 
60° Fahr. 
3. fh® rate of oxygen uptake indicates that a sudden 
Increase or significantly higher rate of roetabolism is not 
sssociated with the threshold temperature for spontaneous 
movement in Melmoplus differentialis; or, that as the tem­
perature approaches the threshold temperature for soontaneous 
moveiaent the rate of metaholism does not increase more than 
would he expected from the change in temperature. 
4. fhe rate of oxygen uotake at 80*^ Fahr. during the 
growth of Melano-plus differentialie from first inetar to adult 
Is in agreement with Hubner'e Surface Law. 
5. Contrary to the expectations in accordance with 
Buhner*s Surface Law the means of oxygen uptake of instars 
lelaitoolue differentialis at 40° Fahr. do not differ sig­
nificantly. 
6. The oxygen uptake of fourth instar nymphs of Melano-
olua differentialis at each of 65^, 70° , and 80° Fahr. ie 
higher than would toe expected frcm the surface law relation­
ship. 
7. During the first two weeks of adult life, female 
Melanoolus differentialis have a higher oxygen uptake than 
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males of the same age; sfter adult Melfenoplus dlfferentlallg 
ere three weeks old the oxygen uptake of nales Is higher than 
that of females. 
8. The Bales of Schlstocerca lineata. Brachystola 
laagsa eM Feriplanets. ^ nerlcaaa have a slightly higher rate 
of setabollan at 80® Fahr. than do the females. 
9. A signlfioant decrease at the third week Is shown 
in the aeans of oxygen uptake of female Melanoplus differen-
tiftlte measured &t euoceesive weekly intervals during adult 
life. It is suggested that this is perhaps due to the high 
rate of oxygen upte-k© at the beginning of adult life in the 
development of the ovaries and formation of the eggs fol­
lowed by the gravid condition end beginning of egg laying 
aotivities at about the third week of adult life. 
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